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has fallen in love with a beautiful virgin named Philia (the other young lover of the pair) who resides in the neighboring house of Marcus Lycus, a buyer and seller of courtesans.  When Hero confides his love to Pseudolus, the slave promises to procure the young woman for his master if Hero will grant Pseudolus his freedom.  Hero agrees to this proposition, and Pseudolus sings the song “Free”, accompanying his phrases with pantomime and a series of emblematic poses:  Pseudolus: Free! Oh, what a word!   Oh, what a word!   (Speaks)   Say it again!  Hero: Free!  Pseudolus (Sings):  I’ve often thought, I’ve often dreamed How it would be… And yet I never thought I’d be… 





























































Thus, before Todd even appears on stage, the image of the swift and simple gesture of swinging the barber’s deadly razor from one side to the other is iterated in the form of Sondheim’s choral lyrics accompanying the already somber “Sweeney Motif,” through which the ensemble both advances and comments upon the “tale” of Sweeney Todd.  This lyrical commentary accompanying varying forms of musical exploration of the Dies Irae is repeated numerous times throughout the score of Sweeney Todd as Sweeney’s victims fall. It thus effectively punctuates the characterization of the title character and solidifies the association of Todd with the primary gesture he repeatedly performs – that of the slitting of the throat – and all the fear of death and pity for Todd’s victims implied by such a gesture.   At this point, though these references establish a mood that is no less than chilling, the throat‐slitting gesture represents death merely by association, setting up audience anticipation for further exploration on this theme.  After the choral Prologue, Todd himself appears as a passenger in a boat, returning to London from a fifteen‐year incarceration, with his traveling companion, the sailor Anthony Hope.  Anthony proclaims his joy upon returning to his favorite city as he sings “There’s No Place Like London,” and, although Todd vocalizes the same observation, his assertion of London’s uniqueness takes a more cynical turn. While Anthony celebrates his return to his homeland, Todd responds in an unsettling minor key, both characters asserting that “there’s no place like London,” but with opposite implications ‐‐ Anthony: I have sailed the world, beheld its wonders        From the Dardenelles        To the mountains of Peru,        But there’s no place like London!        I feel home again. 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implications of anger, sadness, fear, and pity commonly associated with such scenarios.  Framing this knowledge within the context of the overall production as a staged melodrama and not real life, audiences can safely and delightfully anticipate the visceral experience of imminent bloodshed.  Todd cannot, however, eliminate the Judge with a gesture of his empty hand.  Upon arriving in London with Anthony, he must discover the instrument that will help him complete his plan, which he conveniently finds in the pie shop located below his former tonsorial parlor and run by the opportunist Mrs. Lovett, who, it seems, has saved the set of razors Todd owned fifteen years prior.  Todd’s reunion with his razors is the second significant gestural event in the expression of his character, and it is here that Sondheim begins to offer a juxtaposition of auditory and visual stimuli that challenges traditional audience expectations regarding the affectively comfortable realm in which they can “safely” experience melodrama. Sondheim punctuates this event with the unconventional choice of a love song entitled “My Friends,” which Todd sings adoringly to his razors.  In one of the most unsettling music/lyric/gesture integrations in musical theatre, Sweeney caresses the razors, revealing for the first time a capacity for tenderness as he sings and gestures:   Bells and subtle harp introduction         [Todd picks up razor.]    Mrs. Lovett (spoken): My!  Them blades is chaste silver, ain’t they? [Slowly   
             sweeps razor from right to left]    Sweeney Todd (spoken): Silver, yes.  [Moves razor from left to right hand]   These are my friends.                 See how they glisten,           [Holds razor to the light]     See this one shine.             [Opening razor to show blade and  
                     returning it to left hand] 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 his fingers on his knee] 
 Todd (standing): (Whistles in rhythm with Judge’s cheerful humming)                 [Whips open barber’s apron, ties it around the  
            Judge’s neck.] 













  Todd: At their mirrors,   Judge: In their gardens,   Todd: Letter‐writing,   Judge: Flower‐picking,   Todd: Weather‐watching   Judge and Todd: How they make a man sing!       Proof of heaven as you’re living.       Pretty women, Sir, pretty women!    [Todd raises the razor high  
                in his left hand with right hand  
                gripping his victim’s head and  




members may subsequently judge themselves, resulting in either joy or disgust once considered within the context of expectations relating to the experience of melodrama. Shortly, though, such questions of allegiance to Todd are likely to fade as Todd’s rage rises to an unprecedented level and as he launches into “Epiphany.”  Here, his throat‐slitting gesture adopts universal meaning that extends beyond his personal vendetta against the Judge.  Embodying the exaggerated and diabolical identity of the melodramatic villain, Todd reprises his earlier appraisal of London and expands as follows:   There’s a hole in the world like a great black pit   And it’s filled with people who are filled with shit   And the vermin of the world inhabit it ‐‐    But not for long!!     They all deserve to die.    [Sweeping gesture across the audience]     Tell you why, Mrs. Lovett, tell you why –    [Pointing at Mrs. Lovett] Because in all of the whole human race, Mrs. Lovett,  [Holding his arms out] There are two kinds of men and only two.    [Holding up two fingers]  There’s the one they put in his proper place,   [Miming placing something in front  














elicit laughter, unless the laughter emerges in response to a particularly superficial presentation style often associated with more stereotypical melodramatic presentations.  Unlike the humorous elements of such stereotypical melodrama, the type of comedy featured here elicits laughter at the ironic quirkiness of the character herself, not at the presentation as a whole, as we will see.  The existence of such comic relief in the form of Lovett’s musical, lyrical, and gestural language, then, further contributes to the separation of Sweeney Todd from the more traditional world of melodrama. In “The Worst Pies in London,” Mrs. Lovett enters from the back of her pie shop with her bowl of dough and measuring cups as follows:   (musical beat)    [Opens door and goes to wooden counter]   (musical beat)    [Plunks bowl of dough on counter]   (musical beat)    [Puts two measuring cups on shelf under counter]   (musical beat)    [Plops dough into tin bucket on counter]   (musical beat)    [Sharpens knives double time to beat of music]   (musical pause)    [Todd taps Mrs. Lovett’s arm and she turns,    
          surprised.]   (Spoken): Ah!  A Customer!   Wait!            [Points at Todd]   What’s your rush?  What’s your hurry?  [Moves knife back and forth]   (beat)            [Jams knife into tin bucket]   You gave me such a –             (beat)            [Takes towel from shoulder and    
              snaps it]   Fright!  I thought you was a ghost.    [Picks up stool]   Half a minute, can’t you sit!      [Plunks stool on floor behind    
              Todd]   Sit you down, sit.        [Pushes Todd onto stool]159 
                                                         159 Sondheim and Wheeler 34. 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To musicalize this busy character, Sondheim has written a patter song with an over‐emphasized downbeat, into which Mrs. Lovett’s gestures fit like an intricately choreographed dance. During the introduction and first few phrases described above (a time frame of approximately twelve seconds), Lovett executes more than twelve separate gestures, utilizes at least six props, and interacts with Todd as well.  Given Sondheim’s assertion that character gives rise to music rather than vise versa, we can approach the rhythmic whirligig of music and movement that becomes “The Worst Pies in London” as originating within this character – Mrs. Lovett “marches to the beat” of her own music, and hardly ever is a beat missed or left unaccompanied by some element of gestural life.  Further, Mrs. Lovett is a materialist, passionate about making a shilling wherever possible and ready to take advantage of any opportunity, as Sondheim’s lyrics (continually punctuated with gestures in the same manner as above) tell us:   Mrs. Mooney has a pie shop.   Does a business, but I notice something weird –   Lately all her neighbor’s cats have disappeared.      Have to hand it to her  ‐‐   Wot I calls  Enterprise!   Poppin’ pussies into pies.    Wouldn’t do in my shop.   Just the thought of it’s enough to make you sick!   And I’m tellin’ you those pussycats is quick!160  Unlike Todd, whose sparseness of overall movement and calculated simplicity of gesture mirrors his detachment and aloofness toward the world around him, especially following his “Epiphany”, Mrs. Lovett is a fertile breeding ground of gestural activity – and she is completely connected and engaged in every moment and does not dwell on the past. Thus,                                                         160 Ibid. 36. 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Mrs. Lovett is a quintessential opportunist, fully participatory to any extreme for material gain, yet possessing a lack of morals utterly unconnected with any lasting dourness, bitterness, or other negativity toward the world.  In this sense, she exists in striking contrast to Todd, and it is her lack of negativity – indeed, her unwavering optimism – existing in tandem with her diabolical thoughts and actions that offers audiences a release of tension allowing what Sondheim refers to as her “venality” to become humorous.    Referencing McConachie’s application of Robert Latta’s theory of laughter described in Chapter 2, we can understand the process through which Mrs. Lovett elicits audience laughter.  Tension is built through Lovett’s repeated pattering references to imagery that is no less than horrifying (cats in pies), then released as she finishes her phrase with a cheerful reference to the ultimately mundane and practical side of the situation – “those pussycats is quick!”         Thus, in the case of Sweeney Todd, Todd himself elicits pity and fear, as explained above, while Mrs. Lovett’s venal enthusiasm provides the cognitive shift that allows the release of such emotional tension through laughter.  Audiences’ emotional responses in the form of pity and fear are then allowed to rebuild in response to Todd, and this process continues, contributing to the experience of a visceral roller coaster that takes audience members on an affective ride ultimately resulting in intense concern‐based response – whether positive or negative – to the piece as a whole.  Though Mrs. Lovett’s gestural life primarily illustrates her unbridled chutzpah and uninhibited materialism, Sondheim allows this character to sing (and therefore also to move) with occasional tenderness, thereby illustrating another jarring juxtaposition – that of Lovett’s devotion to Todd with Todd’s devotion to his razors.  During the second half of 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Todd’s love song, “My Friends,” throughout which he talks to his razors, Mrs. Lovett mirrors his gestures, not toward the razors, but toward Todd himself.  Regardless of her penchant for material gain, Mrs. Lovett is a lonely woman, as her lyrics and gestures below indicate: Todd: You there, my friend      Lovett: I’m your friend, too, Mr. Todd    [Gingerly stroking his hair]  Todd: Come let me hold you  Lovett: If you only knew, Mr. Todd      Todd: Now with a sigh  Lovett: Ooh, Mr. Todd  [Placing her hand on his    
                    shoulders]  Todd/Lovett: You grow/you’re warm in my hand!   [Massaging his      











melodrama as a whole and have thus been the focus of extensive analysis as controversial figures – the Judge for his masochistic behavior and the Beggar Woman for her mysterious link to Sweeney Todd within the narrative.  In a controversial scene that was cut from the original Broadway production but reinstated for the original Broadway cast recording and the New York City Opera production, Judge Turpin stares at his young ward through a keyhole, obviously sexually aroused by what he sees, as he periodically whips himself (or pantomimes whipping himself) for his sinful behavior.  Sondheim’s repeated chords are staccato, mirroring the Judge’s gestural self‐flagellation in a manner clearly intended to characterize Judge Turpin as one who cannot tame his lecherous feelings for Johanna.  The number is still often cut from productions of Sweeney Todd, despite Sondheim’s insistence on its significance in displaying the Judge’s lecherous character; and when it is performed, the whipping gesture is often omitted entirely.  Thus, the stock character of Judge Turpin possesses the unique quality of functioning as an offensive character both inside and outside the fictional world of the musical, challenging the traditional concept of framing the melodrama within a “safe”, or relatively benign, affective context.     Finally, the Beggar Woman is a stock beggar – crazy, poor, and desperate – but her music, lyrics, and gestures hint at her true identity throughout the musical.  More than once, she encounters Todd face to face (though he does not look her in the eyes until the end) such as in the following exchange, which takes place upon Todd’s arrival in London after his extended absence:    Beggar Woman: Alms, Alms!       For a pitiful woman       Wot’s got wanderin’ wits –        Hey!       Don’t know you, mister? 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characters associated with the genre at hand.  Sondheim emphasizes this through the characters’ song and associated gestural patterns as follows: Narrator:  Once upon a time  Cinderella: I wish…        [Scrubbing the floor in a repetitive    
              motion]  Narrator: in a far‐off kingdom  Cinderella: More than anything…    [Wringing her towel, and scrubbing more]  Narrator: lived a fair maiden,  Cinderella: More than jewels…  Narrator: a sad young lad,  Jack: I wish…          [Sitting listlessly with cow, occasionally  













    It’s for my granny in the woods.     A loaf of bread, please –      [Presenting a coin]   ***      And perhaps a sticky bun?...     [Grabbing as many baked goods as 
                she can]     Or four?...          [Stuffing buns into her mouth] 184  Though Red Ridinghood insists the baked goods are for her granny, she eats as many as she can fit into her mouth, her unbridled gluttony reflected through her uninhibited rhythmic gestural quality as she grabs and munches.  Her swift movement style indicates her forwardness as she, like the other characters, pursues the goals that pertain solely to her.  As the musical number continues, her gestures remain numerous and quick, involving turning and skipping to the music in an effort to hide the baked goods she steals before running out of the Baker’s cottage on her quest for Granny and adventure in the woods.  Finally, the cantankerous Witch from next door appears to the Baker and his Wife to perform her “Witch’s Rap”, accompanied by angry lyrics and her repeated “spell” gesture as follows: 
The Witch enters, music resumes. 
  Wife, Baker: We have no bread.   Witch: Of course you have no bread!  Baker: What do you wish?  Witch: It’s not what I wish. It’s what you wish. Nothing cooking in there now, is there?  [Points to Wife’s belly with cane as 
Wife jumps back.]  Narrator: The old enchantress went on to tell     the couple that she had placed a spell     on their house.                                                         184 Sondheim and Lapine 7. 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 Baker: What spell?  Witch: In the past, when you were no more than a babe…        ***   Witch: …He was robbing me,      [Gesturing wildly, with    
                arms stretched]      Raping me,      Rooting through my rutabaga,     Raiding my arugula and      [Flinging arms out and in]     Ripping up the rampion     (My champion! My favorite!)     I should have laid a spell on him     (“Spell” chord)        [Pointing with cane] 
    Right there…        ***   Witch: …I thought I had been more than reasonable,     and that we all might live happily ever after‐ er‐er‐er‐er            [Magically pulling Baker 
and Wife closer to her with each repetition, then letting them go 














hair brushing serve to portray her as an embodiment of compulsive behavior – the type of behavior that characterizes yet another individual approach to a personal quest. In contrast to Rapunzel, Red Ridinghood is out in the world and actively discovering the consequences of her own quest for adventure in the woods on her way to Granny’s house, after being lured from her path and literally consumed by the sexually predatory Wolf.  (She is later to be rescued later by the Baker.)  In “I Know Things Now”, as Red Ridinghood articulates her more fully developed incarnation of the “beans” motif, she musically and gesturally describes her experience: Red Ridinghood: Mother said,     “Straight ahead,”     Not to delay     Or be misled.     I should have heeded     Her advice…          [Looking down at hands]      But he seemed so nice.      ***      Once his teeth were bared,     Though, I really got scared –     Well, excited and scared ‐‐      [Gesturing to either side]      But he drew me close      [“Pulling in” gesture]     And he swallowed me down,         Down a dark and slimy path    [Hands close to each other, forming  




Meanwhile, Jack also expands his knowledge of his environment.  On his own quest for adventure as he climbs a beanstalk that appears to have grown after his mother angrily threw his beans away, Jack meets the Lady Giant who lives there.  Jack, however, remains for the moment a victim of his own pride, unbridled curiosity, and naiveté, as well as the Lady Giant’s seduction.  In “Giants in the Sky”, which also features Sondheim’s “beans” motif, Jack relates a Freudian sexual awakening at the hands of the Lady Giant, musically and gesturally paralleling Red Ridinghood’s sexual awakening at the hands of the Wolf but lacking a mirroring of Red Ridinghood’s mature realization: Jack:    …You’re free to do     What pleases you,     Exploring things you’d never dare…  [Grasping his hat]      And she gives you food     And she gives you rest     And she draws you close     To her giant breast,        [Separating hands as though  
              holding the breast]     And you know things now that you never knew before,     Not till the sky…193  This piece allows Jack a gestural life that is alternately reserved and explosive.  In the 1990 DVD, as he begins to sing, he grasps his hat, which serves as a type of security blanket helping him move beyond his ambivalent sense of fear and excitement at the discovery of the Lady Giant.  Eventually, as indicated above, he also iconically demonstrates details of his experience.  As the song continues, he metaphorically places the world of the Lady Giant in the space around him and deictically indicates the heights as he refers to the world that is “way up high” in the beanstalk, evoking the romantic paradigm scenario of climbing and height as a metaphor for longing.  Like Red Ridinghood’s gestures, Jack’s gestures become                                                         193 Sondheim and Lapine 43. 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larger and more frequent as his song progresses.  Jack’s gestures, however, tend to be rather sudden, reflecting the excitement and explosiveness of the musical number, and illustrating an awkward mid‐point in Jack’s evolution from a shy boy to a young man with an awareness of the world.     Despite Jack’s increased awareness on some levels, he is at this point unable to objectively evaluate the consequences of the Giant’s intentions in the same way that Red Ridinghood has evaluated the consequences of the Wolf’s intentions.  He has been simultaneously stimulated and frightened and thus feels as though he has gained a new awareness of the world around him.  Yet, his restrained but explosive gestural life signifies a lack of full understanding ‐‐ and, indeed, Jack has a lot to learn. In addition to these songs, ditties, and samples of underscoring, the Witch’s song, “Stay with Me”, reprises the “beans” motif yet again, in a musical embodiment of the Witch’s realization that her own quest for ultimate control over her environment and those around her – especially her daughter – is futile.  During this song, the Witch must begin to realize that Rapunzel (who has left her tower for a handsome prince) has a mind of her own:  Witch: What did I clearly say?    [Throwing Rapunzel to the ground] Children must listen.     [Berating her with extended finger]   *** Don’t you know what’s out there in the world?  [Arms wide] Someone has to shield you from the world.  [Bringing arms in to chest] Stay with me.           [Cradling arms tightly to  


















contrived convention of deus ex machina, but by proffering strength in a time of need, a deed made all the more poignant by his inability to connect physically.     While the identification of a “lack of gesture” through a musical “sense of paralysis” and a lyrical declaration of the relative non‐finality of death may seem an odd way of offering audiences a romantic hero, this is precisely what Sondheim accomplishes in “No More.”  Through musical, lyrical, and gestural paralysis, Sondheim illustrates his characters’ vulnerability for their audiences, encouraging audience members to also understand their own feelings of vulnerability in a world that features, not giants, but other enemies and corresponding emotional conflicts. Finally, during “No One Is Alone” in Act Two, Sondheim’s romantic musical delivers to its audiences the heroes who will ultimately defeat their common enemy. At this point in the narrative, only the Baker, Cinderella, Red Ridinghood, and Jack remain alive, and they work together to defeat the Giant who threatens their lives and the kingdom.  Musically, in “No One Is Alone”, the missing cadence in the heretofore incomplete “beans motif” is resolved, as Mark Eden Horowitz confirms in conversation with Sondheim: “You go on to explain [on a recorded interview for MTI], that the story is, to some degree, about how the bean theme evolves through the course of the show, and that in ‘No One is Alone’ the bean theme finally becomes calm.”201  This is also the point in the narrative when each fairy‐tale character demonstrates true understanding and identification with each of the others, as shown by the following lyrics, which the Baker and Cinderella sing to Jack and Red Riding Hood:  Baker: No one is alone,   Believe me.                                                         201 Horowitz 84. 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Cinderella: Truly…  Baker/Cinderella: You move just a finger,              Say the slightest word,              Something’s bound to linger,              Be heard.   ****  Baker/Cinderella: People make mistakes,              Holding to their own,              Thinking they’re alone.  Cinderella: Honor their mistakes –  Baker: Fight for their mistakes –  Cinderella: Everybody makes –  Baker/Cinderella: ‐‐ one another’s                  Terrible mistakes…202  The gestures here are tender and subtle as the bean theme and most difficult questions regarding transcendence above pride and anger are resolved as best they can be for these characters, who will shortly end the immediate threat of destruction and despair by implementing a successful plan to kill the Giant.  Thus, as the bean theme “becomes calm,” as Sondheim says, the characters’ gestural lives become calm as well, while their lyrics indicate their heroism through collaboration and patience for the thoughts and actions of others.  This “calmness” on musical, lyrical, and gestural levels, encountered in the face of narrative chaos and calamity at the hands of the Giant, allows both characters and audience members a powerful release from the tension built through what ultimately reveals itself as a quest for understanding. 
                                                        202 Sondheim and Lapine 130‐131 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 These characters’ journeys through a world of conflict with one another and with a common enemy thus leads them on an affective journey in a romantic narrative with a democratic twist that challenges audience expectations related to the tradition of romance.  Though these characters exist in a world of myth, magic, giants, witches, and other paradigmatic imagery and characters, their journey emphasizes the lessons of the everyday world and lacks the emergence of a traditional romantic hero.  Much like their audiences in the contemporary world, Sondheim’s fairy‐tale characters struggle through a decidedly un‐heroic emotional connection with selfishness, pride, and blame, encouraging them to rebel against each other as well as against their own principles in an effort to attain their goals.  Thus, in the sense of the transcendence of good over evil, romance prevails in Into the 
Woods, even as its heroes challenge traditional definitions of the genre. 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CONCLUSION    Within the past several decades, cognitive‐based experimentation and conclusions have formed the foundation for numerous and varied studies in arts and humanities fields.  Though such application of cognitive science has been the target of controversy due to its multidisciplinary approach, many scholars have made strong cases for its validity in allowing readers and practitioners new methods of asking and answering relevant questions regarding our tendencies to observe and understand the world around us.  With reference to staged performance in particular, much has recently been written on the topic of audience reception of plays and musical concerts.  Yet, little in‐depth cognitive‐based material has been produced concerning the presentation and reception of musical theatre.  It has been my intention to contribute to the inception of such a dialogue through the ideas and questions posed in this dissertation.    As we have seen, many common threads found to be inherent in the processing of audio and visual stimuli within the context of music and movement produced for theatrical audiences support the integration of theoretical approaches for the purpose of studying the integrated medium of musical theatre.  Beginning with the work of David McNeill and others, we have examined experimental evidence for the common origin and receptive processing of audio and visual stimuli in the brain.  This evidence has led scientists to advocate the conflation of speech and gesture into a single language, laying the
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groundwork for scholars in the arts and humanities to examine concepts of artist/audience communication in terms of such cognitive processing.  Further evidence supports the idea of gestural tendencies inherent in musical notation as well, indicating the existence of a music/gesture language paralleling the speech/gesture amalgamation and inspiring studies such as the present one. Emphasizing the conflation of the communicative elements described above, Stephen Sondheim has discussed his creative process as a composer/lyricist in terms of his tendency to make musical and lyrical choices in tandem with mental imagery formed from his anticipated movement of actors on stage.  Thus, Sondheim’s work has lent itself as an ideal topic for the preceding study.  Significantly, as we have seen, the specific ways in which music, lyrics, and gesture function together as a language in Sondheim’s work have repeatedly challenged audience expectations with regard to musical theatre in general, while both indulging and challenging expectations in terms of the genres in which the composer/lyricist most enjoys writing.  In the preceding three chapters, then, we discovered some significant ways in which Sondheim has worked within the basic parameters of farce, melodrama, and romance to challenge the inherent and culture‐based concerns most commonly associated with those genres. In A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum, we discovered a work that challenged 1960s audiences’ impressions of musical theatre while revisiting some of the most ancient traditions long associated with the genre of farce.  Through the musical and lyrical suggestion of such ancient techniques of presenting scenarios associated with the building and release of tension leading to laughter, coupled with the occasional inclusion of anachronistic references, Forum re‐introduced the genre of farce to audiences of musical 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theatre.  In 1979, Sweeney Todd went a step further by challenging not only the tradition of musical theatre but also the tradition of melodrama as it raised questions relating to the possible tragic plight of its villain/hero and consequent audience allegiance.  Finally, in 1987, Into the Woods offered a romance of contemporary quality, challenging audiences of musical theatre to engage in a fairy‐tale heroic narrative with a most democratic moral.  With regard to Sondheim’s work as a composer/lyricist, several musicologists have also examined these musicals within the context of both their emotional and thought‐provoking qualities; and the current study has sought to expand upon these analyses by offering examination of the composer/lyricist’s work in terms of genre and the relationship between the auditory and visual aspects of the composer’s work.   It is my hope that future studies of musical theatre in performance will further expand such approaches to the experience of musical theatre through an understanding of complimentary cognitive processes. One way in which this exploration can be accomplished, of course, is through analyses of the work of other composers and lyricists, approaching their writing from the perspective of the language of music, lyrics, and gesture in performance.  In addition, I believe there is potential for more to be said about Sondheim’s work as well, though from a slightly different perspective than that covered in this dissertation.   In 2005 and 2006 respectively, director John Doyle’s interpretations of Sweeney 
Todd and Company appeared on Broadway. The director’s unique choice of introducing musical instruments into the hands of the actors onstage, thus allowing the actors to function as their own orchestra, caused a critical sensation.  Cognitive musicologists have completed significant work relating to the influence of musicians’ gestural movements on 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the emotional experience of audience members present at a musical event.  In Deepening 
Musical Performance through Movement: The Theory and Practice of Embodied 
Interpretation, for example, Alexandra Pierce argues for what she views as the significantly enhanced cognitive effects of understanding a musician’s arm, head, and body movements during musical production.  In addition, Marcelo M. Wanderley, working with several other scientists, has completed studies indicating variation of audience members’ emotional experiences according to the varied gestural tendencies of different musicians playing the same piece of music on the same instrument.203  Given these studies, it seems, one might say more regarding audience experience of gestural elements in Sondheim’s work by considering Doyle’s interpretations of Sweeney Todd and Company in terms of the featured actor/musicians.   Such a discussion would, of course, require the application of McNeill’s ideas regarding the connection between speech and gesture in the human brain within the context of the connection between music and gesture explored more recently by cognitive musicologists.  Yet, this seems quite possible given current views on musical gesture as inherently linked to the communicative intent of individual musicians and the idea of such gesture as suggesting concerns and meaning well beyond the simple production of musical sounds. Further, it seems possible that through such a study of the communicative function of Doyle’s actor/musicians in terms of the combined effects of the auditory and visual elements of musical language, scholars may achieve an extended understanding of the ways                                                         203 See Nusseck, Manfred, and Marcelo M. Wanderley.  “Music and Motion – How Music‐Related Ancillary Body Movements Contribute to the Experience of Music.”  Music 
Perception 26.4, pp. 335‐353. 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in which significant elements of genre may be utilized to enhance audience members’ experiences of productions such as these.  Indeed, reviewers of Doyle’s productions of 
Sweeney Todd and Company discussed unique responses to these productions, citing the influence of both the visual and the auditory elements of the actor/musicians’ work as mutually defining factors in the theatrical experience.  According to New York Times reviewer Ben Brantley, regarding Sweeney Todd, [B]ecause the performers are the musicians, they possess total control of those watching them in a way seldom afforded actors in musicals.  They own the story they tell, and their instruments become narrative tools.  It is to Mr. Doyle’s infinite credit that while he ingeniously incorporates the physical presence of, say, a bass fiddle into his mis­en­
scene, 10 minutes into the show you’re no longer aware of this doubling...204  Thus, in Brantley’s experience, the instruments and the actors melded together – these elements co‐existed in the world of the narrative presented, and both served to enhance an audience member’s understanding of the characters’ roles in the narrative.  Critic Robert Brustein, writing for The New Republic, reported a similar response, emphasizing the actor/musicians’ heightened ability to embody their characters: Patti LuPone as Mrs. Lovett, the cheerful baker of meat pies, burps her tuba… and warbles her songs through a mouth resembling a cruel red wound… Lauren Molina, playing Sweeney’s blonde daughter, Johanna, enhances her ingénue innocence with her cello.  Diana DiMarzio is as mournful as her clarinet in the part of the Beggar Woman.205  Meanwhile, referring to Doyle’s production of Company opening in Cincinnati, the New York 
Times critic Charles Isherwood observed methods through which the featured auditory and visual elements of the actor/musicians’ performances functioned in unison to reflect the emphasis on the nature of romantic relationships in New York culture: The new metaphor that Mr. Doyle’s modus operandi brings to “Company” modestly amplifies the central themes of the musical.  As they march along the stage’s periphery or                                                         204 Brantly, Ben.  “Grand Guignol: Spare and Stark.”  New York Times, 4 Nov. 2005, E.1. 205 Brustein, Robert.  “Making the Familiar Strange.”  The New Republic, 19 Dec. 2005. 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sit silently on stools at the side in cool contemplation, the married characters are making music with – or at least at – each other.206  Thus, it seems that more contemporary interpretations of Sondheim’s work have lived up to their potential to challenge and expand audience awareness of what is presented on Broadway in musical form.  It is my hope that this dissertation will accomplish a similar goal within the realm of the academic analysis of audience reception of musical theatre and the expansion of such analysis in terms of cognitive studies.  It is also my hope that this dissertation will encourage other scholars to participate in an ongoing dialogue covering the relevance of musical theatre to the overall experience of spectating.  Sondheim and others have created works of complexity in terms of melding music, lyrics, and the inherent suggestion of gestural life to challenge audience expectations based in musical theatre and generic tradition, and it is the job of scholarly writers to investigate such innovation.          
                                                        206 Isherwood, Charles.  “Revisiting Sondheim’s Odd Man Out.”  The New York Times, 24 March 2006, E.1. 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